BASELIFT 6200

Wall Mounted Worktop Lift

PLANNING

Baselift gives everybody the chance to work in the kitchen!
In a standard kitchen there are several obstacles that make it difficult for the chairbound user to prepare their own food. The difficulties include the fact that the worktop is too high and that it is hard to get close to the sink unit, work surfaces and cooker.

Problems in a standard kitchen:
This sketch shows the problem when
you are sitting in a wheelchair right
in front of a worktop:

The solution - Sitting:
Knee space is required below the
worktop to make it satisfactory:

The solution - Standing:
Adjustable height is required when
the worktop is to be used by both
sitting and standing users:

The top is too high and the floor units
make it difficult to get up close. To reach
the kitchen work surface you have to sit
parallel to the units, which puts a strain on
back and shoulders.

Baselift provides knee space and the option of sitting below the work surface.

Baselift can be adjusted vertically to a
level that is comfortable for standing
work too.

Furthermore, the user can adjust the
height of the work surface to give excellent accessibility.

Which functions are needed in the kitchen?

Baselift is a flexible solution that is manufactured according to your needs. The work surface can be equipped with a sink unit and
cooker. Either in separate modules or as a combination module.
It can be advantageous to divide up sink unit and cooker in separate units if sitting and standing work is going to be undertaken at
the same time.
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The lift is available in widths from 59 cm to 340 cm and can also be supplied in three different corner solutions.

PLANNING
The kitchen's workplaces
In the kitchen it should be possible to wash, prepare and cook food, and subsequently be able to wash up utensils and crockery.
The kitchen is divided up into three areas so that the tasks can be carried out.
Washing-up area:
The space should be located adjacent to the preparation area to
facilitate washing of foodstuffs. There should be also be a space to
put things on the side that is not adjacent to the preparation area.
Washing-up area

Preparation area:
This is where food is prepared, sliced and processed. The area
should be located between washing-up area and cooking area in
order to concentrate the workplaces. The space between washingup area and preparation area should be at least 80 cm.

Preparation area

Cooking area

Cooking area:
The area should be located adjacent to the preparation area.
There should be also be a space to put things on the side that is not
adjacent to the preparation area.

Recommended dimensions for the kitchen's workplaces
40,0

80,0

A space should be available to put
saucepans beside the cooker.

60,0

There should be a preparation area of at
least 80.0 cm between washing-up sinks and
cooker.

There should be a space beside the washing-up
sinks. This is particularly important if the kitchen is not
equipped with a dishwasher, as there then has to be
room for a draining board.

General information on dimensions
Electric wheelchair

Recommended dimensions from dining table to kitchen fittings

140,0

130,0

120,0

Manual wheelchair

70,0
70,0

Turn around
Manual wheelchair

Turn around
Electric wheelchair

140,0

150,0
130,0

Sources: Bygg ikapp handikapp (Building to overcome disability) - Svensk byggtjänst och Hjälpmedelsinstitutet, Building Design Residences Internal Dimensions - SIS Svensk standard SS 91 42 21:2006
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Baselift 6200
Wall Mounted Worktop Lift

BASELIFT 6200 is a wall mounted worktop lift with great flexibility to be adapted for different needs. The equipment in the work surface is
selected according to the function desired. Sink unit, hob, drawers, chopping boards etc. can be integrated in the work surface.
The lift can be used separately or together with Granberg's wall cabinet lift to totally adapt the kitchen. Space is left open below the
work surface for knees and legs. Installations below the work surface, (motors, water, drainage), can be concealed by telescopic
cover plates that give the kitchen an attractive appearance.
The motors are continuously adjustable and move the work surface quickly and silently to the required height. The lift is equipped
with a reliable safety system that guarantees safe operation with no risk of crushing.
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1.5 cm / Sec.

30.0 cm
70.0 - 100.0 cm
excl. top board

kg 100 kg
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1) Drawers and chopping boards can be integrated in the worktop.
2) Rear edge trim prevents objects falling down behind the lift.
3) Sink unit with shallow sinks can be integrated in the worktop.
4) Fronts enclose washing-up sinks and produce an attractive facade.
5) Cover plates conceals hoses and other installations.

6) The frame depth is adjustable 56.0-58.0 cm to fit adjoining cupboards.

7) The motors can be moved laterally, providing great flexibility in installation.

8) The work surface is assembled on delivery. The sides are pre-assembled and laterally adjustable to fit the sink unit, hob, drawers and
chopping boards.

9) 10 cm free space below mot ors for electrical installation and pipes.
10) The work surface is adjustable at an angle to compensate for inclined walls.
11) Safety switch that guarantees safe operation with no risk of crushing.
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MODELS

Baselift 6200

Model 6200
Worktop lift intended for installation on a straight wall.

Model 6201
Worktop lift intended for installation in 90o corner. Oblique front edge, 45o.

Model 6202
Worktop lift intended for installation in 45o corner. Oblique front edge, 45o.

Model 6203
Worktop lift intended for installation in 90o corner.
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SMART FEATURES
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Baselift 6200

SMART FEATURES

Drawers for cutlery and other kitchen
utensils can be integrated in the work
surface.

A hob can be integrated in the
worktop.

Baselift 6200

Combination of drawer and chopping
board provides a practical surface,
at the same time as the area below
the chopping board can be used for
storage.

Easy to manage control buttons
integrated in the front. Buttons for wall
cabinet lift and worktop lift
are collected in a single frame.

Shallow washing-up sinks can be
recessed into the work surface. The front
edge is hidden by the front.

As an alternative to recessed washingup sinks, a complete sink unit can be
installed.

Power points can be integrated in the
front so that they are easily accessible
from a sitting position.

Safety lock with key prevents
illicit operation.

Cover plates below the work surface
conceals hoses and other installations.
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